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Introduction Computer simulation is one of the quickest growing areas in engineering. Simulation is used in a wide range of areas to predict and/or explain the behavior of a product or a system. It is also used for entertainment in games, which is probably by far the largest and fastest growing market. The effects of being able to predict a products performance through simulation, already at the design stage with a greater degree of accuracy and fidelity are, however, far more important. It has the potential of dramatically shorten the product development time, and is a fundamental part of what is called model based design.
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à Computer simulation Computer simulation is one of the quickest growing areas in engineering. Simulation is used in a wide range of areas to predict and/or explain the behaviour of a product or a system. It is also used for entertainment in games, which is probably by far the largest and fastest growing market. The effects of being able to predict a products performance through simulation, already at the design stage with a greater degree of accuracy and fidelity are, however, far more important. It has the potential of dramatically shorten the product development time. In recent year there has been a rapid development in the area of system simulation. First, the development in hardware has been nothing short of astonishing, no other area of technology has had such a dramatic increase sustained over decades. Progress in software has also been considerable both in compilers and in algorithm development, adding at least one order of magnitude. At Linköping University, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Division of Fluid and Mechanical Engineering Systems an increase of a factor of 10 000 has been experienced, during a fifteen years period of time. A consequence of this is that much larger systems can be simulated now, than before, and this has driven the development of a new generation of simulation software with much more user friendly graphical interfaces than before, that makes it more effective to work with larger systems. Furthermore, as larger systems are being simulated, the systems also tend to be multi domain systems involving subsystems from different physical domains. The label "heterogeneous engineering systems" is here used for a wide range of basically mechanical engineering systems. Typical domains in heterogeneous engineering systems are: ∗



Oil hydraulics



∗



Gas, pneumatics



∗



Heat transfer



∗



Electrical power



∗



Mechanical



∗



Vehicle dynamics/flight dynamics



∗



Embedded control systems



These systems are characterised by the fact that they are made up from discrete components with certain functions and interactions. CFD and solid mechanics problems are not referred to this category, since they are basically homogenous systems defined by field equations. There is of course situations where it is desirable to handle both cases but that is not dealt with here. Also multi body dynamics is largely to be regarded as a separate branch with its own set of tools, although this is more for historical reason. All these areas are, however, converging. At least two ways of using simulation can be distinguished. These are: ∗



Simulation for understanding dynamic phenomena observed in real systems. - Simplified models should be used



∗



Simulation for evaluation of system performance and behaviour at the design stage. - Requires much more complete models



Of these, simulation for understanding phenomena is the one that has dominated historically. In other words, simulation has not been used until there is a problem that has to be solved.
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Usefullness z
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Model completness z Using simulation for revaluation of performance and behaviour at the design stage is growing rapidly. The reason for this can be illustrated by the graph. The usefulness of simulation a system initially increases with the degree of completeness of the model. At a certain point, however the curve flattens off and even declines. This is because in order to understand dynamic phenomena the simplest model that captures the phenomena is the best, since a simple model is easier to understand and to use for analytical studies. If the degree of completeness is increased even more, however, the usefulness of the model tends to increase sharply as a complete model is approached. In this region the model can be used for evaluation of performance and for verification of system behaviour. This requires much more complete models and has therefore not been used in the past, although this is rapidly becoming the norm in system development. Using simulation for more complete models does introduce new issues that has to be addressed. These are for example: ∗



Multi-domain simulation



∗



Hardware in the loop (HWIL), human in the loop (HIL) and software in the loop (SIL).



∗



Large amounts of data, both simulation data and model information.



∗



Documentation of complex model and simulations is important



The development of simulation tools has been dominated by the control area, and the need there to have representative plant models for control analysis and synthesis. Consequently the paradigms used in modelling and simulation has been taken from that area. The most common representation is therefore the block diagram form. This is essentially a signal flow oriented modelling approach. This approach has a lot of attractive features that makes it suitable for modelling and simulation and in particular, when the focus is on the control system, since block diagrams are very suitable representation for the control systems themselves. is, however, now starting to be used in areas where control systems are absent or of secondary importance to the investigation of interest. Furthermore, the block diagram approach has severe limitations when it comes to modelling of complex physical systems. The fundamental limitation is that the block diagram includes explicit information of the causality in the system. Something, which often is strongly dependent on the boundary conditions, a component is subjected to. Although non-linearities can be included, packages made for block diagram modelling are basically made for modelling linear systems, with some discrete non-linear elements. Another class of simulation packages are those where a system is defined from a schematic system layout where representations of the actual components in the system are connected to each other via power ports, this can be described as object oriented modelling (in a broad sense). Examples of this category dealing with fluid power systems are Bath fp developed at Fluid Power Centre at the University of Bath,
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AMESIM developed by IMAGINE, Easy-5 developed by Boeing, and the HOPSAN simulation package developed at Linköping University, Department of Mechanical Engineering. A general simulation package in this category is represented by DYMOLA by Dynasim.



Modelling of Dynamic Systems à Signal Flow and Power Port Modelling There are several methods for modelling and simulation of dynamic systems. Figure 2 shows a taxonomy of dynamic system modelling and simulation. There are basically two ways of representing systems. One is the signal flow approach using block diagrams and the other is the power port modelling representation. Using power port modelling there are two different ways of representing the equations. One is the conventional lumped parameter approach where derivatives of states are calculated in components and subsystems. These are then integrated in a centralized solver.



Dynamic system modelling and simulation Signal flow approach



Power port modelling



Block diagrams



Bidirectional ports



Lumped parameter modelling



Distributed modelling



Centralized solver



Distributed solver (Distributed processing)



Figure 1 The other approach is to use a distributed solver where all the differential equations are solved locally in each component or subsystem. This is discussed in more detail later on. To illustrate the difference between different Signal flow and power port modelling, a simple Valve-volume (transmission line) system is used.



Using signal flow modelling the system is represented by the block diagram below



flow q, v,i



flow q, v,i effort p,f,u Line Valve (capacitance) (resistance) flow q, v,i Figure 2



The block diagram clearly shows all variable couplings in the system. This is very useful for system analysis and is therefore very popular for representing control systems and systems connected to control systems.
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Using power port modelling the diagram below is obtained



Line (capacitance)



node connection



Valve (resistance)



Figure 3 Using power port modelling there are bi-directional nodes containing the transfer of several variables (in this case, one in each direction). Therefore the power port representation is more compact. The figure below shows the signals transferred at each node. In one direction there are the effort variable, which could be pressure, force, voltage etc. In the other direction there is the flow variable which could be flow, speed, current, etc.



effort p,f,u flow q, v,i



Line (capacitance)



effort p,f,u flow q, v,i



Valve (resistance)



effort p,f,u flow q, v,i



Figure 4 In addition the power port diagram closely match the real system in that each node connection represents a real physical connection, and physical connection are by nature bi-directional. This makes power port modelling much more suitable, than block diagrams, for modelling of physical systems. It should, however, be pointed out that block diagram representations can be used for parts of a system.



à Error sources There are several causes for errors in simulation results. The first is modelling error. This is the error introduced by the fact that the model always is an approximation of the real process. The model can also be over simplified and/or important effects can be totally missing. Parameter error. These arise because the uncertainty in the actual parameter values in the model. Typically some parameters are known to a high degree of accuracy will others may be highly uncertain. Care must be taken to put effort in searching for accurate values of the parameters that have the highest impact on the result. Numerical error. This is the errors introduced be the numerical solver for the differential equations. Finally, there is the measurement error, if the model is to be validated against an existing system. Although not strictly speaking a simulation error, it will result in an error in the simulation if it is used to calibrate the model. When developing a simulation model it is very important to have a balance between these errors. All to often high attention is given only to a few of these sources. This may be particularly be the case in collaborative development where the level of accuracy in each step may not be communicated properly between the participants. I.g. the numerical error might be driven down to extremely small values, while modelling, and parameters may be quite large.
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à Example: Modelling of a simple pump-motor system As an example the modelling of a simple hydrostatic transmission consisting of a pump and motor with an inertia load is considered. First the governing equations for the components are established.



Figure 5 The equations for the pump are: ° qp1 = D p q p qp2 = -qp1 p1 - p2 ° T p = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ + B p q p Dp



(1)



The equations for the volumes (lumped transmission lines) qm1 + qp1 p° 1 = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ Cs1 q m2 + qp2 p° 2 = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ Cs2



(2)



The equations for the motor ° qm2 = Dm qm qm1 = -qm2 p1 - p2 ° Tm = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ - Bm qm Dm – Jm qm = Tm - TL



(3)



Mechanical Load



(4)



If these equations are assembled they can be solved with respect to the output vector y. ij qp1 yz z jj jj qp2 zzz zz jj z jj jj T p zzz z jj jj ° zzz jj p1 zz z jj j ° zz y = jjjj p2 zzzz jjj q zzz jj m2 zz z jj jj qm1 zzz zz jj z jj jj Tm zzz jjj – zzz k qm {



The total system of equation is then:



(5)
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° ° Dm q m - D p q p °p = - ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ 1 Cs1 ° ° D p q p - Dm qm °p = - ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ 2 Cs2



° - p1 + p2 + Dm TL + Bm Dm qm – qm = - ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ Dm Jm ° - p1 + p2 - B p D p q p T p = - ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ Dp ° qm1 = -Dm qm ° qp2 = -D p q p ° - p1 + p2 + Bm Dm qm Tm = - ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ Dm ° qp1 = D p q p ° qm2 = Dm qm Of these, the first three are differential equations. To solve these some kind of numerical solver is needed (In this particular case the equations can be solved analytically but that is not possible in the general case). In ° this way it is possible to calculate the response for arbitrary pump shaft speed (q p ) and load (TL ) variations. In this example the causality was selected in such a way that flow was calculated in the pump and motor, while the pressure derivatives where calculated in the volumes (then integrated) and the pressures used as inputs for the pump and motor. A power port connection between the pump and volume would therefore have pressure going from the volume to the pump, and flow going from the pump to the volume.



à Nonlinearities and stiff differential equations The above example represents a model witch is completely linear, and the real system represents a system with rather linear characteristics. In most cases there are a lot of non-linear effects in the system behaviour. Furthermore, that is one of the main reasons that simulation is used as a tool since linear systems can be dealt with analytically in more efficient ways. ü Friction One thing that is non-linear, however, is the friction. This is particularly true for small rotation speed around zero speed. The figure below shows what it typically looks like.
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friction force F0,max



speed F0,min



Figure 6 The linear approximation is to assume that friction is simply a function of speed. This is a good approximation for larger rotation speeds where friction is dominated by viscous friction. For low rotation speeds the behaviour is very complex. In the equations above the friction force is calculated as a function of speed. However, around zero this is not possible since the friction torque/force can assume any value between T0,min and T0,max . At zero speed the friction force/moment is determined by the load instead. One way of handling this is to replace the step at zero with a small region with linear friction. This will, however, allow for creep in the position. This may, however, be acceptable in many situations. Not only is friction non-linear as shown by the figure, there is also a time dependent component so that the value of friction at low speeds is dependent of the history as well as the momentary speed. This is because there are squeeze effects that reduce friction around zero if the speed is rapidly changing from a high speed through zero speed. In order to capture this a lot of parameters are needed where there is a lot of uncertainty involved in each of them. They are very difficult to estimate without doing measurement of the actual component and it may even vary between components that are otherwise identical. It also varies over time. This is particularly true for piston friction. Therefore, in order to consider motor or piston friction in system design an alternative approach is to accept that there may be considerable variation in friction and design the system with respect to robustness for variations in friction.



ü Stiff differential equations The differential equations that represent fluid power are generally stiff. Stiffness in differential equations means that there is a great difference between time constants in the system. This is the main reason for long simulation times. This is because a small time step is needed to track the fast dynamics, while at the same time a long simulation time is needed to capture the behaviour of the low frequency dynamics. This is particularly unfortunate when the fast dynamics is beyond the range of interest. In many cases it is possible to avoid stiffness by replacing models with small time constants by purely stationary models. There are, however, cases where time constants vary so much that they have to be considered during some parts of the simulation. One example of this is a piston. When the piston is centred, its hydraulic resonance frequency is low, but when it approaches the end of the stroke, the resonance frequency approaches infinity since one of the trapped oil volumes approaches zero, and the equation system becomes very stiff. This particular problem can be overcome by setting a lower limit to the capacitance of the oil volume or by introducing dead volumes with suitable values. This value is determined by the stability condition of the integration algorithm but in general it is recommended that the resonance frequency should be less than the 1/h.
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ü Nonlinear valve characteristics An even more serious case is when a volume is connected to a turbulent restrictor. If the orifice is left open until the pressure difference is zero, the governing differential equation will become very stiff. This is due to the non-linear pressure-flow dependency. The pressure in the volume given by:



Valve (resistance) pe



volume, p capacitance



q Figure 7



The time constant for emptying the volume is: q be p° = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ V



(7)



where V is the volume, is the bulk modulus of the oil. A laminar orifice has the flow: q = Kc H pe - pL



(8)



Where Kc is the pressure-flow coefficient. It is defined as ∑q Kc = - ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ∑Dp



(9)



For a laminar orifice this is a constant. Combining these equations yields Kc H pe - pL be p° = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ V



(10)



The time constant for this differential equation can be calculated as: V t = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ Kc be



(11)



A turbulent orifice, however, has the flow: 2 H pe - pL q = Cq Av $%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ%%%%%% ÅÅÅÅÅÅ % r è!!!!!!!!!!!!!! pe - p



(12)



This can also be written as q = Ks



(13)



where 2 ÅÅÅÅÅ Ks = Cq Av $%%%%%% r Using the definition for Kc yields for the turbulent orifice



(14)
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Ks ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ!ÅÅÅÅ!!!!ÅÅÅÅ!Å Kc = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ è!!!!!!!! 2 pe - p



(15)



From this follows that Kc approaches infinity as p approaches pe . As a result of this the time constant t approaches zero and the system becomes infinitely stiff. One way of handling this situation is to look at the physics of the real system. For small pressure drop any orifice is linear so the time constant stops short of infinity. Still, for small pressure drops, the time constant becomes so low that it is a serious problem in many situations.



Basic Numerical Integration Methods for Simulation à Introduction A central part in most solvers for differential equations is the integration methods. Therefore, a lot of effort has gone into producing effective integration methods. When dealing with complex heterogenpus systems ithas to be recogninzed that calculation methods suitables for some parts of the system might not be the best for other parts. It is therefore an advantage if different methods can be used in different part of the system, otherwise it is necessary to use methods robust enough to be able to handle all the different domains. The safest route, however, is to use highly roust methods and have an approach where it is possibele to use different methods in differnt parts of the system. Therefore, sophisticated, highly efficient but specialized methods are of limited interest for these kind of systems. Here some of the very basic, but also very useful methods are described. A first order differential equation can be written dy ÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅ = f Ht, yL dt



(16)



In order to investigate the numerical properties of a solver a test equation is useful. The simplest possible one f Ht, yL = h l



(17)



where l can be a complex value. Discretization yields yn+1 = g yn



(18)



This equation is stable as long -1 < g < 1. The exact solution for this differential equation is g = g0 where g0 = ‰h l Consequently this eqaution is stable as long as h l < 0.



Plotting †g0 § as a function of the complex valued product h l yields



(19)
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1 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 -4



4 3 2 -3 1



-2 -1 0 0 Figure 8



There are primarely two properties of an integration methods that are of interest; numerical accuracy and stability.



à The Trapezoidal rule One of the most simple and robust methods for integration is the trapezoidal rule. It is defined as 1 yn+1 = ÅÅÅÅÅ h H f Htn+1 , yn+1 L + f Htn , yn LL + yn 2



(20)



This is an implicit method since yn+1 apear on both side in the equation. This means that in the general case of a nonlinear differential equation system. Consequently, some kind of solver is needed for the resulting set of nonlinear equations and the stability properties of the total method trapez + equation system solver may not be the same as for the trapezoidal method alone. Introducing the pole q of the differential equation such that: f Htn , yn L = l yn f Htn+1 , yn+1 L = l yn+1



(21)



Inserted in 5 yields



1 yn+1 = yn + ÅÅÅÅÅ h Hl yn+1 + l yn L 2



Introducing the quotient g such that g =



(22) y1+n yn



and solving for for g yields



hl+2 g = - ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ hl-2 Plotting Abs[g] as a function of the complex valued product h q yields



(23)
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1



Figure 9 A 3D plot of the same function yields



1 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 -4



4 3 2 -3 1



-2 -1 0 0 Figure 10



It can be seen that the trapezoidal rule hase the same domain of stability as the exact soulution. This is h l < 0. Consequently it is an AHaL stable method since it is stable for any step lenght provided the differential eqaution is stable. This propertie is unique to implicit methods. Comparing with the exact solution where the exact solution for this differential equation is g = g0 where g0 = ‰h l ;



(24)
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yields the error as hl+2 ge = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ - ‰h l hl-2



(25)



Taylor expantion of the error yields l3 h3 ge = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ + OHh4 L 12



(26)



This means that the local error os proportional to h3 A 3D plot of the error function ge yields



1 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 -4



4 3 2 -3 1



-2 -1 0 0 Figure 11



à Heuns method (predictor-corrector, second order Runge-Kutta) This is a very popular general purpos method. It has both reasonably good stability properties and error characteristics. It si both known as the predictor-corrector method, since the second step (the corrector step) can be viewed as the trapetzoidal rule where the derivative at n+1 is replaced with an estimate using the Euler integration from the first step (the predictor step). The method can also be derived from the class of Runge-Kutta methods as the second order Runge-Kutta. The second order Runge-Kutta is written as: k1 = h f Htn , yn L k2 = h f Htn+1 , k1 + yn L k1+k2 yn+1 = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ + yn 2



This method requires that the function f is calculated two times in each time step (k1 and k2) Introducing the pole l of the differential equation such that:



(27)
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15 f Hk + yn L = l Hk + yn L f Hyn L = l yn f Hyn+1 L = l yn+1 f Hy` n+1 L = l y` n+1



(28)



This yields k1 = h l yn k2 = h l Hk1 + yn L yn+1 =



k1+k2 ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ 2



(29)



+ yn



Equation (12) can aslo be written as:



y` n+1 = h f Htn , yn L + yn 1 yn+1 = ÅÅÅÅÅ h H f Htn+1 , y` n+1 L + f Htn , yn LL + yn 2



(30)



in this form called the corrector-predictor method. Eq (13) in (15) yields: y` n+1 = h l yn + yn 1 yn+1 = yn + ÅÅÅÅÅ h Hl yn + l y` n+1 L 2



(31)



ÅÅÅÅn ÅÅ and solving for for g yields Introducing the quotient g such that g = ÅÅÅÅyyn+1 h2 l2 g = 1 + h l + ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ 2



(32)



Plotting †g§ as a function of the complex valued product h l yields 2
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A 3D plot of the same function yields
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It can be seen that Heuns method has a stability region which is a sub-region of the stability region of the original differential equation. Consequently it is not an AHaL stable method since it is not stable for any step lenght when the differential equation is stable. Furthermore, poles at the imaginary axis, who corresponds to undamped modes will become unstable even for moderat time steps. Comparing with the exact solution where the exact solution for this differential equation is g = g0 where g0 = ‰h l



(33)



yields the error as h2 l2 ge = 1 + h l + ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ - ‰h l 2



(34)



Taylor expantion of the error yields l3 h3 ge = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ + OHh4 L 12



(35)



This means that the local error os proportional to h3 A 3D plot of the error function ge yields



1 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 -4



4 3 2 -3 1



-2 -1 0 0 Figure 13



à Runge-Kutta This is one of the popular and widely used integration method. It has a combination of good stability characteristics, especially close to the imaginary axis and one order better error behavior than the Heuns method. This makes it particularly useful in situation where a small global error is needed. It is, however, computationally more heavy since the system has to be evaluated four times each time step. This is an advantage especially when discontinuities are encountered and the system has to be restarted. The Runge-Kutta method for integration is defined as k1 = h f Htn , yn L



k1 k2 = h f Itn+ ÅÅ1ÅÅ , ÅÅÅÅ ÅÅ + yn M 2 2
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17 k2 k3 = h f Itn+ ÅÅ1ÅÅ , ÅÅÅÅ ÅÅ + yn M 2



k4 = h f Htn+1 , k3 + yn L 2



yn+1 = ÅÅÅÅ16 Hk1 + 2 k2 + 2 k3 + k4L + yn



This method requires that the function f is calculated four times in each time step (k1, k2, k3, k4) Introducing the pole l of the differential eqaution such that: f Hyn + kL = l Hyn + kL f Hyn L = l yn f Hyn+1 L = l yn+1



(37)



Introducing the quotient c such that g = ÅÅÅÅyyn+1 ÅÅÅÅn ÅÅ and solving for for g yields h4 l4 h3 l3 h2 l2 g = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ + ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ + ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ + h l + 1 24 6 2



(38)



Plotting Abs[g] as a function of the complex valued product h l yields 4
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A 3D plot of the same function yields
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It can be seen that Runge-Kutta method has a stability region that includes only a sub-region of the stability region of the original differential equation (the left half plane). Consequently it is not an AHaL stable method, since it is not stable for any step lenght when the differential equation is stable. Furthermore, the stability region also includes some part of the unstable regions of the original differential equation. Compared to the Heun method poles on the imaginary axis will be sligthly damped for moderate values of h l. When comparing the size of the stability regions one must also consider the fact that the Runge-Kutta method requires the function f Ht, yL to be evaluated four times in each time step, where Heuns method only requier the system to be calculated two times in each time step. Comparing with the exact solution wher the exact solution for this differential equation is g = g0 where g0 = ‰h l



(39)



With the error as: ge = g - g0



(40)



(23) and (24) yields: h2 l2 h3 l3 h4 l4 ge = 1 + h l + ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ + ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ + ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ - ‰h l 2 6 24



(41)



Taylor expantion of the error yields l5 h5 ge = - ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ + OHh6 L 120 This means that the local error is proportional to h5 A 3D plot of the error function ge yields



(42)
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à Euler The Euler method for integration can be justified mainly on the ground that it is the simplest possible method for numerical integration. The system need only be evaluated once in each time step. It is used in applications where the numerical properties of the system are uncomplicated and thus the performance of the numerical solver are not critical. It is, for intance, used in some real-time applications where a high sampling rate is prefered for other reasons. The Euler method for integration is defined as yn+1 = h f Htn , yn L + yn ;



(43)



Introducing the pole l of the differential eqaution such that: f Hk + yn L = l Hk + yn L f Hyn L = l yn f Hyn+1 L = l yn+1



Introducing the quotient g such that g = ÅÅÅÅyyn+1 ÅÅÅÅn ÅÅ and solving for for g yields g =hl+1



Plotting †g§ as a function of the complex valued product h l yields



(44)
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Figure 17 A 3D plot of the same function yields
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Comparing with the exact solution wher the exact solution for this differential equation is g = g0 where g0 = ‰h l



(45)



yields the error as ge = g - g0



(46)



ge = 1 + h l - ‰h l



(47)
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Taylor expantion of the error yields 1 ge = - ÅÅÅÅÅ Hl2 h2 L + OHh3 L 2



(48)



This means that the local error is proportional to h2 A 3D plot of the error function ge yields
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à Comparing the methods In order to compare the methods in a fair way the number of function evaluations need for each time step has to be considered. Therefore it is suitable to have h l/n at the axis, instead of h l, where n is the number of function evaluations/time step. In this way the stability is evaluated with respect to the computational cost, in number of function evaluations, rather than the time step.
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Figure 22 If the stability regions are plotted with these axis a totally different picture emerge. Considering the real axis, the Euler method is by far the superior one. However, looking at the imaginary axis the Runge-Kutte is still the most stable method, but this is only in the region closest to the axis. In general it appears that the best compromise seems to be the Heuns's method, the corrector predictor. Still the most popular method as a general purpose method is the fourth order Runge-Kutta. The reason is that it has the best accuracy for small values of h l and it is therefore an attractive option for non-stiff problems. In systems that might be stiff and wehere there are discontinuities present, Heun's method is better. In general, method that evaluates the function more times have trouble with discontinuities (This is even more so for multi step methods).



à Differential algebraic systems A general approach to represent a system is to represent it as a differential algebraic system. This also allows for algebraic loops. FHx, x° , tL = 0



(49)



where x is the state vector. However, equation (16) implies that the system essentially has to be written in state space form, something that may be considered as too limited. Many relationships are usually given in transfer function form, which makes it more natural to allow for higher derivatives. The system can then instead be expressed as dn y y i d y d2 y F jj y, ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ , ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2Å , .... , ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅnÅ , tzz = 0 dt { k dt dt



(50)
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This also has the advantage that the variable vector is reduced, since y is shorter than x, x contains a subset of the states in x. It should, however, be pointed out that it is only possible to impose strong non-linearities (such as limitations on the state variables) represented in the y vector. Also all variables that are of any interest must be included in the y vector, otherwise they will not be computed explicitly. In order to solve the dynamic part of the system in a numerically stable way, the trapezoidal rule can be used. Using the trapezoidal rule (or bilinear transform) the time differential is solved as: 1 xHh + tL = xHtL + ÅÅÅÅÅ h HxHtL + xHh + tLL 2



(51)



A more effective way of using the trapezoidal rule is to reformulate it in the form known as the bilinear transform. d 2 H1 - q-1 L ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ-1 h H1 + q L dt



(52)



Where q in this context represents the time displacement operator such that: q y = yHh + tL



(53)



Using the bilinear transform in equation (55) means that it can be rewritten as a function G of y and old states. GHyHtL, yHt - hL, ... , yHt - n hL, tL = 0



(54)



GHyHtL, tL = 0



(55)



When solving the system all the old values y Ht - hL ... y Ht - n hL can be regarded as constants since they have already been established in previous time steps.It is therefore rewritten as:



In order to solve this system of equations in a numerically stable way,the Jacobian matrix is needed, which is defined as: ∑Gi Hyk HtLL Jijk = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ∑ yj



(56)



The equation can then be solved numerically using Newton-Raphson iteration. yk+1 HtL = yk HtL - Jk HtL-1 GHyk HtLL



(57)



Since an iterative procedure is used, there is a potential for performance loss due to the number of iteration needed to solve the system. However, since the values from the previous time step can be used as start values. y0 HtL = yHt - hL J0 HtL = J Ht - hL If the system is linear, the system can be solved in only one iteration, and it is usually sufficient with only one iteration even for non-linear systems, especially if a small time step is used. There are, however, situations when input signals changes suddenly, e.g. a valve is changed step wise during one time step, that requires more than one iteration. In practice, however, it has been found that two iterations increase the tolerance against non-linearities dramatically, while a further increase to three iteration gives only minor improvement. Two iterations have therefore been found to be something near to an optimum for almost all situations. For implementation it is better to use LU-decomposition rather than using the matrix inverse of the Jacobian. Provided the system is reasonably linear (slow variation of J, equation (60) is an A-stable method. However, in reality, rather large variations of J can be tolerated. Even pure discontinuities can also be
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handled satisfactory using the above approach. Equation (60) also illustrates a dilemma associated with all numerically stable methods. They need knowledge of the Jacobian, and if the system is stiff and highly non-linear this must be updated (and inverted) very often. We also realize that the computational burden is much more than linearly dependent on the size of the system. This makes these methods unsuitable for large problems. Equation (60) is, however, very effective for solving small systems which makes it very suitable for solving subsystems. It is also evident that going from the complete state vector x to the reduced state vector y makes the solution much more effective, since the system of equations to be solved, also gets reduced. ü Example Using the hydrostatic transmission as an example, the F matrix becomes -q p B p D p - pa + pb ij ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ + T p jj Dp jj jj ° jj -q p D p + qp1 jj jj ° jj q p D p + qp2 jj jj jj qm1 +qp1 jj p° a - ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ Cs1 jj j j qm2 +qp2 FHy, y° L = jjjj p° b + ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ Cs2 jj jj ° jj qm Dm + qm1 jj ° jjj jj -qm Dm + qm2 jj ° jj qm Bm Dm - pa + pb jj ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ + Tm jj Dm jj jj – ° qm Bm Dm - pa + pb +Dm TL j q + ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ Dm Jm k m °



yz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz {



(58)



The state vector y is ij T p yz z jj jj qp1 zzz zz jj z jj jj qp2 zzz zz jj z jj jj p1 zzz zz jj y = jjjj p2 zzzz z jj jj q zzz jj m1 zz z jj jj qm2 zzz zz jj z jj jj Tm zzz zz jj q m { k



(59)



Using bilinear transform to convert the time continuous differential algebraic system into a discrete time system yields
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GHy, tL = ij DS@1, -h pa + h pb + D p Hh T p + 2 B p q p LD - h pa + h pb + h D p T p - 2 B p D p q p jj jj DS@1, h qp1 + 2 D p q p D + h qp1 - 2 D p q p jj jj jj DS@1, h qp2 - 2 D p q p D + h qp2 + 2 D p q p jj jj jj DS@1, -2 Cs1 pa - h Hqm1 + qp1 LD + 2 Cs1 pa - h Hqm1 + qp1 L jj jj jj DS@1, -2 Cs2 pb + h Hqm2 + qp2 LD + 2 Cs2 pb + h Hqm2 + qp2 L jj jj jj DS@1, h qm1 - 2 Dm qm D + h qm1 + 2 Dm qm jj jj jj DS@1, h qm2 + 2 Dm qm D + h qm2 - 2 Dm qm jj jj jj DS@1, -h pa + h pb + Dm Hh Tm - 2 Bm qm LD - h pa + h pb + h Dm Tm + 2 Bm Dm qm jj jj 2 2 2 2 2 2 jjj DS@1, 2 H-h pa + h pb + Dm Hh TL - 4 Jm qm LLD + DS@2, -h pa + h pb + Dm Hh TL 2 2 2 2 h Bm qm + 4 Jm qm LD - h pa + h pb + h Dm TL + 2 h Bm Dm qm + 4 Dm Jm qm k



yz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz z {



(60)



where DS is the delay step function defined as DSHn, xHtLL = xHt - n hL



(61)



The Jacobian of this system is: h 0 0 0 0 ij h D p 0 0 -h jj jj 0 h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 jj jj jj 0 0 h 0 0 0 0 0 0 jj jj 0 -h 0 2 C 0 -h 0 0 0 jj s1 jj j j 0 0 h 0 2 C 0 h 0 0 J = jj s2 jj 0 0 0 0 h 0 0 2 Dm jjj 0 jj jj 0 0 0 0 0 0 h 0 -2 Dm jj jj 0 0 -h h 0 0 h Dm 2 Bm Dm jjj 0 jj 0 0 -h2 h2 0 0 0 2 h Bm Dm + 4 Dm Jm k 0



yz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz {



(62)



Equation (24) can then be used to solve this system in each time step. Although it is possible to use equation (24) directly it is wise to replace the inverse of the Jacobian by using LU-decomposition instead, there are also a few other actions that can be done in order to further enhance the efficiency of the solver. In general, however, the effort to solve the system increases more than linear with the system size.



Symbolic operations to generate executable model



Model with numerical solver



Implicit model F(y,dy/dt)



Algebraic system G(y)



Bilinear Bilinear transform transform



Differential algebraic (DAE)



Partial Partial differentiation differentiation



NewtonNewtonRaphson Raphson



J(y)



Figure 23 Figure 8. shows a scheme of the transformations involved. The differential algebraic system DAE is transformed into time discrete form using bilinear transform.The Jcobian is obtained by symbolic partial differenti-
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ation of the time discrete system G.G and the Jacobian J are used to solve the system in each time step using the Newton Raphson method for solving the system in each time step.



Distributed Modelling for Simulation of Fluid Power Components and Systems à Object-oriented Distributed Modelling Object orientation is a powerful paradigm for modelling of complex systems since a close mapping between the structure of the real system and the model can be maintained at all levels of the model. Using object-orientation it is in principle possible to model all aspects of a component in one object. The objects can then be combined for system modelling. It is desirable to use a tool-independent modelling language. Modelica (www.modelica.org) is a new object-oriented modelling language that has been developed for this purpose. It is attractive in that it is used strictly to define the system equations in an acausal form and not on how they should be solved. This is entirely up to the package supporting the language. The introduction of software tools for model specification has greatly increased the size of system that can be dealt with efficiently. When it comes to computational resources there has been an enormous increase in hardware performance. One problem when dealing with large complex systems, however, is that most simulation packages rely on centralised integration algorithms that scale rather poorly with respect to system size. For large-scale systems it is an advantage if the system can be partitioned in such a way that the parts can be evaluated with only a minimum of interaction. The reason that centralised solver dominates is most likely, that until recently, the typical system simulation has been of a moderate size. A sound approach to modelling is to maintain the physical structure of the system in the simulation model. It is practical to connect the components using nodes with bi-directional signal exchange. The nodes correspond to the physical connections.



à Distributed parameters If the state variables in the system are to be unique for each subsystem and not shared by other subsystems, distributed parameters (variables) must be introduced. This can be accomplished if the propagation of waves in connecting components, such pipes, in the system is considered. An important aspect of this, is the finite signal propagation speed (speed of sound). This means that events at one component do not affect another immediately. This approach was presented by Auslander 1968. Using this approach the subsystems can be solved independently in each time step in contrast to using a centralised solver. The implementation of the numerical solver of differential algebraic equations can therefore be implemented in the subsystem rather than at a central level. This approach is here referred to as distributed modelling for several reasons. The simulation of waves in transmission lines means that distributed parameters are used in the lines, secondly it allows for distributed solver of differential algebraic equations in component and subsystems. There is also the possibility of using distributed processing by allocating subsystems to different processors. Usually a conventional lumped model is preferred for modelling components. A general approach to represent a (sub)system is to represent it as a differential algebraic system. dn y y i d y d2 y F jj y, ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ , ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2Å , .... , ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅnÅ , tzz = 0 dt { k dt dt
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In order to solve the dynamic part of the system in a numerically stable way, the trapezoidal rule can be used. This usually results in a non-linear system of equations. However, since the subsystems, generally are of limited size a very robust method such as Newton-Raphsson can be used to solve the system. This method needs the Jacobian of the system. This can, however, be obtained analytically using symbolic math packages such as MathematicaTM, and a tool has been written in the Mathematica language which takes the acausal component description and transforms it into a component model implementation in FORTRAN that can be used for simulation. This approach is described in more detail in Krus 96. Packages for symbolic math can also be used to facilitate the modelling work in other ways, so that the can concentrate on formulating the equations rather than solving them. As an example the modelling of the 3D-flight dynamics model is shown. This is an ideal example since it involves a lot of co-ordinate transforms that can be set up entirely in the Mathematica environment. Using the HOPSAN component generator a FORTRAN model can then be generated. A translator from Modelica to the HOPSAN simulation package is being developed. Since the HOPSAN package utilises a distributed modelling technique that allows that the object structure is maintained also through the simulation. In this way it is possible to use components written in Modelica for simulation in a distributed environment. Simulation of fluid power systems are characterized by difficulties such as very strong nonlinearities, stiff differential equations and a high degree of complexity. Using conventional integration techniques it is necessary to use a very small time step in order to be able to deal with numerically stiff problems. A very suitable method for modelling and simulation of large complex dynamic systems is represented by distributed modelling using transmission line elements. The origin of this concept goes back at least to Auslander 1968 who first introduced transmission lines (or bi-lateral delay lines). This method evolves naturally for calculation of pressures when pipelines are modelled with distributed parameters. This approach was adopted for simulation of fluid power systems with long lines in the HYTRAN program already in the seventies. A related method is the transmission line modelling method (TLM) presented by Johns and O'Brien for simulation of electrical networks. A method related to TLM was also proposed by Fettweis 1971 for modelling electrical networks where the electrical system is modelled with transmission line elements. This method has given rise to a whole branch of digital filters called wave filters. Johns and O'Brien pointed out that an important aspect of modelling using transmission line elements is that most of the numerical errors introduced by an ordinary solver are avoided. The errors made due to the introduction of transmission line elements, are better described as modelling errors. An attractive feature with this is that laws of conservation of mass and energy still hold for the solution, since there always exists a plausible physical system for the model although the line lengths may vary compared to the original system. This also implies that the user may tolerate a larger numerical error since, generally, quite large modelling errors are present anyway (errors of the order of 10\% are generally considered acceptable from an engineering point of view). Fig 1 shows different ways of modelling and simulating a system. All real physical systems are distributed although they often can be accurately described by a lumped model. On the other hand if we have a lumped model we can transform it into a distributed model by substituting some capacitances or inductances with transmission line elements and make substantial gains in the numerical properties of the solution. The real physical world obeys the laws of information processing as well, and using transmission line elements, the propagation of information that takes place in real systems is simulated. Calculation of state variables are all handled by distributed solvers that are associated to component or subsystem models,
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and the transmission of information between components is restricted by the transmission speed (e g the speed of sound or ultimately by the speed of light). Consequently, there is no immediate communication between components that are separated by some distance. This is also called the principle of local causality. This indicates that, provided the delay time is sufficiently large, there is no need to solve one big system of nonlinear differential equations at each time step. Instead, there will be many small systems of equations which are much easier to solve. To obtain sufficient delays the distances between components can be altered using transmission line elements. It should, however, be pointed out that using the transmission line elements to represent all dynamics in the system is not always justified. Some components or small systems can be more effectively solved using an exact solution, or a numerical solver for the differential algebraic equations describing the component. In this way, the transmission line elements is used only for communication between components or subsystems. Another way to put it is, that the transmission line elements can be used to split a system into elements that are small enough to be solved effectively using numerically robust methods. The use of transmission line elements for partitioning of systems is a non-exclusive approach. Conventional simulation techniques can still be used within the subsystems. This means that transmission line elements can be used to connect simulation models developed in different simulation packages.



à The Unit Transmission Line Element In transmission line modelling the basic dynamic element is the unit transmission line. In the HOPSAN package this is used to connect different components to each other. In the general case it can be used to model both capacitances and inductances. In the HOPSAN-package, however, it is used only to represent capacitances (oil volumes and mechanical springs).
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p1



p2



The complete set of equation that describes a lossless transmission line are: p1 HtL = p2 Ht - TL + Zc q1 HtL + Zc q2 Ht - TL



p2 HtL = p1 Ht - TL + Zc q1 Ht - TL + Zc q2 HtL



(64) (65)



Here Zc is the characteristic impedance of the line, p and q are pressures and flows respectively. Note that the main property of these equations is the time delay they introduce in the communication between the ends. Introducing c1 HtL = p2 Ht - TL + Zc q2 Ht - TL



c2 HtL = p1 Ht - TL + Zc q1 Ht - TL



(66) (67)



Here c is the wave variables that represents information that has been transmitted from the other side of the transmission line. With these, the following set of equations are obtained. p1 HtL = c2 HtL + Zc q1 HtL



p2 HtL = c1 HtL + Zc q2 HtL



(68) (69)
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Figure 24 The incident and reflective waves can also be wived as an alternative set of variables. They represents the coordinate axes rotated 45 degrees relative a coordinate system based on p and Zc q.



cr = p + Z c q



Zc q
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1 p + Z c q) Zc
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ci = p − Z c q Figure 25 Another interesting observation is found if p2 in equation (31) is substituted with equation (32) (shifted T) and the outlet in 2 is p1 HtL = p1 Ht - 2 TL + Zc Hq1 Ht - 2 TL + q1 HtLL



(70)



Compared to the trapezoidal method for integration 1 yh+t = yt + ÅÅÅÅÅ h H f Hut , tL + f Huh+t , h + tLL 2



(71)



where y° = f Hu, tL



(72)



These equations are the same if T=h/2 The relationship between flow entering a volume and the pressure can be written as: q p° = ÅÅÅÅÅÅ C where C is the capacitance. Identification yields



(73)
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h Zc = ÅÅÅÅÅÅ C



(74)



The implication of this is that if we use the trapezoidal method to integrate pressure in a volume (capacitance) between two components, this corresponds to introducing a short pipe instead of a pure capacitance see



Figure 26 Modelling of capacitance using the trapezoidal method.



Figure 27 Modelling of capacitance using UTL-element. If, however the volume is modelled as pipe to begin with this can be oriented so that it isolates the two components from each other and thereby isolate them numerically from each other since there is a physically motivated time delay between the components. In order to represent a pure capacitance C with an UTL-element the length of the element will correspond to h a where h is the time step and a is the speed of sound in the fluid. The characteristic impedance is simply set to Zc =h/C. For a more detailed discussion on the UTL-element as an integrator see Krus-Jansson-Palmberg-Weddfelt 1990 where also elements with more than two nodes are described. The introduction of a transmission line element in place of a capacitance can therefore be viewed as a kind of integration method. In general it can be written such that the integration: y° = x1 + x2
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is performed by splitting the variable y into the two variables y1 and y2. These are values are the same in steady state and the difference between them can be regarded (and a measure of) a numerical error. They are calculated using the following equations. y1 HtL = y2 Ht - hL + h Hx1 HtL + x2 Ht - hLL



y2 HtL = y1 Ht - hL + h Hx2 HtL + x1 Ht - hLL



(76) (77)



y1 is then of course used at the equations associated with x1 and y2 with x2. ü System simulation using transmission line elements Using this substitution for the pressures p1 and p2 yields the new system of equations as ij jj jj jj jj jj jj jj jj jj jj -DSH1, jj jj jj -DSH1, jj jj F = jjjj -DSH1, jj jj -DSH1, jj jj jj jj jj jj jj jj jj jj jj jj jj j k



yz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz pb2 L + pb1 - Hqp2 - DSH1, qm2 LL Zc zzzz zz pa1 L + pa2 - Hqm1 - DSH1, qp1 LL Zc zzzz zz pb1 L + pb2 - Hqm2 - DSH1, qp2 LL Zc zzz zz zz ° zz qm Dm + qm1 zz zz ° zz qm2 - qm Dm zz zz ° zz qm Bm Dm - pa + pb zz ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅ Å ÅÅ + T m Dm zz zz ° – qm Bm Dm +TL Dm - pa + pb zz qm + ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅ Å ÅÅ Å Dm Jm { ° -q B D - p + p



p p p a ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅb + T p Dp ° qp1 - q p D p ° q p D p + qp2 pa2 L + pa1 - Hqp1 - DSH1, qm1 LL Zc



(78)



The state vector becomes ij T p yz z jj jj qp1 zzz zz jj z jj jj qp2 zzz zz jj z jj jj pa1 zzz z jj jj p zzz jj b1 zz zz jj y = jjjj pa2 zzzz z jj jj pb2 zzz zz jj z jj jj qm1 zzz zz jjj jj qm2 zzz zz jj z jj jj Tm zzz zz jj k qm { After bilinear transformation the system becomes



(79)
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ij DS@1, -h pa + h pb + D p Hh T p + 2 B p q p LD - h pa + h pb + h D p T p - 2 B p D p q p jj jj DS@1, h qp1 + 2 D p q p D + h qp1 - 2 D p q p jj jj jj DS@1, h qp2 - 2 D p q p D + h qp2 + 2 D p q p jj jj jj -DS@1, pa2 D + pa1 + HDS@1, qm1 D - qp1 L Zc jj jj jj -DS@1, pb2 D + pb1 + HDS@1, qm2 D - qp2 L Zc jj jj jj -DS@1, pa1 D + pa2 + HDS@1, qp1 D - qm1 L Zc jj GHy, tL = jjjj -DS@1, pb1 D + pb2 + HDS@1, qp2 D - qm2 L Zc jj jj jj DS@1, h qm1 - 2 Dm qm D + h qm1 + 2 Dm qm jj jj jj DS@1, h qm2 + 2 Dm qm D + h qm2 - 2 Dm qm jj jj jj DS@1, -h pa + h pb + Dm Hh Tm - 2 Bm qm LD - h pa + h pb + h Dm Tm + 2 Bm Dm qm jj jjj DS@1, 2 H-h2 pa + h2 pb + Dm Hh2 TL - 4 Jm qm LLD + DS@2, -h2 pa + h2 pb + jj jj jj Dm Hh2 TL - 2 h Bm qm + 4 Jm qm LD - h2 pa + h2 pb + h2 Dm TL + j 2 h B m Dm qm + 4 Dm Jm qm k



yz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz {



(80)



The corresponding Jacobian then becomes 0 ij h D p 0 jj jj 0 h 0 jj jj 0 h jjj 0 jj jjj 0 -Zc 0 jj jj 0 0 -Zc jj jj j 0 0 0 J = jj jj jj 0 0 0 jj jj jj 0 0 0 jj jj jj 0 0 0 jj jj 0 0 0 jj jj 0 0 k 0



0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -Zc 0 0 0 1 0 -Zc 0 0 0 h 0 0 2 Dm 0 0 h 0 -2 Dm 0 0 0 h Dm 2 Bm Dm 0 0 0 0 2 h Bm Dm + 4 Jm Dm



yz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz zz z {



(81)



Note that this system can be partitioned into two uncoupled systems that can be solved independently from each other in each time step. This means that the system can be solved using two instances of equation (24) that are numerically insulated from each other. The price for this is that the Jacobian has becomes slightly larger with the introduction of two variables for pa and pb respectively. ü The transmission line as an integrator In order to compare the transmission line with a true integration and the trapezoidal rule it is useful to draw the Bode- diagram of the laplace transformed expressions. This is obtained by Laplace transforming (33). Using: 3HxHt + n TLL = ‰n s T X



(82)



The transmission line equation can be written:



P1 ‰s T = ‰-s T P1 HtL + Zc H‰-s T Q1 + Q1 Ht + TLL



(83)



Solving for p1 yields:



H1 + ‰2 s T L Q1 Zc ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ P1 = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ -1 + ‰2 s T



(84)



The transfer function G is defined as P1 H1 + ‰2 s T L ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ Gline = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ Q1 Zc -1 + ‰2 s T



(85)
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In the same way the transfer function for the trapezoidal rule is obtained as Y 1 H1 + ‰s h L ÅÅÅÅÅ Gtrapez = ÅÅÅÅÅÅ = ÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ F 2 -1 + ‰s h



(86)



The exact solution is of course 1 Gexact = ÅÅÅÅÅ s



(87)



2p ÅÅÅÅ . Plotting the transfer functions for trapez, the transmission line and the exact solution yields up to w = ÅÅÅÅ T
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Figure 29 In the figure above the different transfer functions are shown. The frequency is nondimensional such that it is normalized with respect to T. Since the transmission line transfer function is the same as that of the trapezoidal rule, but with half the frequency, the first resonant peak is visible in the spectrum. This resosnance can give rise to oscillations during abrupt transients. Therefore, it is advantageous to introduce some damping in the transmission line. Care must, however, be taken not to introduce to much, since that would introduce dissipation in the system that might casue damping in the system behaviour that would be an artifact from the solver. For practical implementation of the transmission line elements it is useful to introduce the waves c1 and c2 as: c2 HtL = p1 HtL + Zc q1 HtL



c1 HtL = p2 HtL + Zc q2 HtL



(88) (89)



Inserted in (31) and (32) yields



p1 Ht + TL = c1 HtL + Zc q1 Ht + TL



p2 Ht + TL = c2 HtL + Zc q2 Ht + TL



(90) (91)



where c1 and c2 contain all information of the opposite node necessary for the calculation of pressure and flow at one node. At each component between the lines, we then have to solve the following system of equations.
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q = qH pL



(92)



p = c + q Zc



(93)



Here, q is a vector with all the flows in all the nodes connected to the component, p is the corresponding pressures, c the characteristics and finally Zc is a diagonal matrix with the characteristic impedances in the diagonal. Limitation of the pressure due to cavitation is handled by the component. Compared with conventional modelling, where only equation (57) would be present (the pressures are then integrated in the adjacent volumes), an extra set of equations (58) has been added. These equations are, however, very simple and always the same. Equation (55) and (56) can also be used in (53) and (54) (shifted one time step) c2 HtL = c1 Ht - TL + 2 Zc q1 HtL



c1 HtL = c2 Ht - TL + 2 Zc q2 HtL



(94) (95)



One advantage with these expressions is that the characteristics are not manipulated by the component, and are consequently not affected by cavitation. As a result, the void is tracked and pressure cannot go above zero unless the void is replaced, which is a reasonable representation of what really is happening. In order to 1 ÅÅÅÅÅ when both ends are closed, the characavoid high frequency oscillations at a frequency corresponding to ÅÅÅÅ 2T teristics can be slightly filtered. This is described in Krus et al. 1990.



ü Volume with several connections. A very useful element is a joint of several transmission lines that can be used to represent a volume with an arbitrary number of connections.In this way it is possible to represent a pipeline system with a lumped capacitance,which is often a sufficiently accurate approximation. Note that each line element only has a delay of T/2. This is sufficient since there will always be a full time step between two nodes. The characteristics from each node can be expressed as a function of old characteristics and flows. 2 ⁄Nj=1 Hc j Ht - TL + 2 Zc q j Ht - TLL ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ - ci Ht - TL - 2 Zc qi Ht - TL ci HtL = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ N



(96)



Here the total volume has to be distributed to all the involved line elements. The characteristic impedance can therefore be calculated as: Nh Zc = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ 2C



(97)



Modelling of mechanical springs is performed in exactly the same way as the volume, since they also represent pure capacitances. The only difference is that it uses speed, instead of flow, and force, instead of pressure.
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Modelling of Components à The Laminar Restrictor, ORIFIL



p1



Rv



q1



p2 q2



In order to demonstrate the principle of component modelling the very simple laminar orifice is shown. The pressure-flow relationship is: p1 - p2 q2 = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ Rv



(98)



The following equations are solved at the component (connected to lines) p1 - p2 q2 = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ Rv



(99)



q1 = -q2



(100)



p1 = c1 + q1 Zc1



(101)



p2 = c2 + q2 Zc2



(102)



Here Rv is the resistance of the orifice, Zc1 and Zc2 are the characteristic impedances of the lines connected to the orifice. Being a non-dynamic linear system, these equations can be solved for p1 and p2 . The equations used in the subroutines will thus be c1 - c2 q2 = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ Rv + Zc1 + Zc2



(103)



q1 = -q2



(104)



p1 = c1 + q1 Zc1



(105)



p2 = c2 + q2 Zc2



(106)



A comparison with equation (45) and equation (49) shows that the adaption to transmission lines has the same effect on the equations as adding restrictors with the resistance Zc. As a consequence,it is rather uncomplicated to modify a component or simulator to adapt to transmission lines. The same principle is valid also for mechanical nodes. The figure below shows the block diagram of the restrictor
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Laminar restrictor c1



q2



1 Rv + Z c1 + Z c 2



Σ Σ



p1 q1



ZZc1 c1



ZZc1 c1



Σ



p2 c2



-1 -1 Figure 30



The laminar resistor is a simple linear model that can be derived analythically. Using the more general approach using Newton-Raphson Equation (24) . The system equations F and G would be (there is now dynamics): ij -Kc p1 + Kc p2 + q2 yz zz jj zz jj q1 + q2 zz G = F = jjjj z jj -c1 + p1 - q1 Zc1 zzz zz jj k -c2 + p2 - q2 Zc2 {



(107)



The equation of independent variables would be ij q1 yz jj zz jj q2 zz y = jjjj zzzz jj p1 zz jj zz k p2 {



(108)



The Jacobian would then be 1 -Kc Kc y ij 0 zz jj jj 1 1 0 0 zzzz j zz J = jjj 1 0 zzz jjj -Zc1 0 zz j 1 { k 0 Zc2 0



(109)



Using this approach would be marginally more computationally demanding than an analytical solution



à Pressure source The block diagram for a pure pressure source is simply:



Pressure source q1



c1



Zc=0



p0 Figure 31
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Modelling of Systems These components can be connected for system simulation. Transmission line Σ



2Z c 2Z c



Laminar restrictor



Pressure source



Delay h Zc



Σ Σ



Zc Delay h
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2Zc 2Zc
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-1 -1



Figure 32 Modelling of mechanical springs is performed in exactly the same way as the volume, since they also represent pure capacitances. The only difference is that it simulates speed, instead of flow, and force, instead of pressure. The modelling of two dimensional mechanical systems is presented in detail in Krus 1995.



à Bond-graph representation of laminar restrictor From Equation (19) it is evident that the characteristic impedances of the lines can be treated as resistances in series with the component. With is approach it is straightforward to use Bond-graphs to describe components/subsystems on a detailed equation level. The Bond-graph description of the orifice is shown in Fig 3.



Figure 33 Bond-graph of restrictor including the adjacent characteristic impedances. This Bond-graph is ill formulated and has to be rearranged if it should be possible for the causalities to be defined in a consistent way. The modified Bond-graph with the causality bars is shown in Fig 21.
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Figure 34 Reformulated Bond-graph of restrictor with causality bars In many valves, orifices with nonlinear pressure-flow relationships are present. Therefore, in complex components, with several restrictors in series and in parallel, it often becomes impossible to solve the equations analytically. There is, however, an alternative way to handle this situation. This is to never assign the causalities. The Bond-graph is then used only to describe the relationships, without actually solving the equations (which has to be done in order to assign the causality bars in a consistent way). Instead, the (sub)system is represented as a differential algebraic system where no causality is represented. In the transmission line, however, causality is very much present but are completely determined by the underlying physics of the line. The reason for this, is that it is only in the transmission line that the spatial dimension is represented, and it is only this fact that introduce causality explicitly.



à Modelling of Actuators, PISTON



p2, A2 fp



p1, A1 vp xp



There is an transformation of power in the piston from fluid to mechanical which means that the characteristics and impedances has to be converted. f p = A1 p1 - A2 p2



(110)



q1 = A1 v p



(111)



q2 = -A2 v p



(112)



p1 = c1 + q1 Zc1



(113)



p2 = c2 + q2 Zc2



(114)



where v p is the piston speed (x° p ). Introducing f p = cx + v p zcx



(115)
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Combining these equations yields



cx + v p zcx = A1 Hc1 + q1 Zc1 L - A2 p2 Hc2 + q2 Zc2 L



(116)



Identification yields c X = A1 c1 - A2 c2



(117)



Zcx = Zc1 A21 + A22 Zc2



(118)



A piston has limitations in the stroke. One way to handle it is to introduce stiff springs in the ends of the piston. The disadvantage is that the spring has to a value that is high enough for accuracy and low enough to have safe numerical properties. Another way to handle it is to omit it from the piston model entirely and let it be handled by adjacent components, e.g. the component that calculates v p and x p .



à Modelling of Mechanical Subsystems An important aspect of simulation of mobile hydraulics is that the mechanical structure and its connections to the hydraulic actuators must be described. This can also be accommodated within the framework of TLM. A spring can be modelled exactly as a short pipeline but with force instead of pressure and speed instead of flow.



f1



M



f2



B v2 x2 Inertia load with damping An inertia load with damping can be described so that it can be connected to transmission line elements, if the following equations are used. M v° 2 = f1 - f2 - B v2



(119)



x°2 = v2



(120)



v1 = -v2



(121)



x1 = -x2



(122)



f1 = cx,1 + v1 Zcx,1



(123)



f2 = cx,2 + v2 Zcx,2



(124)



This system of equations can be written as: F=0



(125)
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where ° ij - f1 + f2 + B v2 + M v2 yz zz jj zz jj x°2 - v2 zz jj zz jj zz jj v1 - v2 zz j F = jj zz jj x + x zz 1 2 jj zz jj jj f1 - cx,1 - v1 Zcx,1 zzz zz jj k f2 - cx,2 - v2 Zcx,2 {



(126)



Transforming using bilinear transform into time discrete form yields:



ij DSH1, -h f1 + h f2 + B h v2 - 2 M v2 L - h F1 + h F2 + B h v2 + 2 M v2 yz zz jj zz jj DSH1, -h v2 - 2 x2 L - h v2 + 2 x2 zz jj zz jj zz jj v1 + v2 zz j G = jj zz jj x + x zz 1 2 jj zz jj zz jj f c v Z 1 x,1 1 cx,1 zz jj z f2 - cx,2 - v2 Zcx,2 { k



(127)



However, in this case the equations can also be solved analythically to obtain the following set of independent equations: cx,1 - cx,2 - HB + Zcx,1 + Zcx,2 L v2 ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ v° 2 = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ M



(128)



x°2 = v2



(129)



v1 = v2



(130)



x1 = x2



(131)



f1 = cx,1 + v1 Zcx,1



(132)



f2 = cx,2 + v2 Zcx,2



(133)



These equations can be solved using bilinear transform which corresponds to the implicit trapezoidal rule. An important observation from equation (34) is that B and Zcx have the same influence. It is a general observation that Zc has the same effect as damping in components. The reason for this is that the phase shift cased by the fact that c represents old information is compensated for by the additional damping,and this is a good way to check if a model seems right. The pressure/force is replaced by a characteristic and damping is added to the model. When it comes to sign conventions they are the same as for flows. That is, speeds entering a spring are positive and speeds leaving an inertia load are also positive. This may cause some confusion when it comes to positions who are the integrals of speeds. The convention is that positions on two sides of an inertia are mirror images of each other. This is important to realize when assigning start values to the loads. They should have the same value but different sign.Furthermore, this implicates that the position at the piston will always have negative sign.
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ü Dealing with limitations Sometimes a variable is subjected to limitations. In the case of the inertia load there could be limitation in the position. The position can be limited by just incorporating a function that cuts of the variable value at the appropriate level. The situation is, however, complicated by the fact that there is a connection between speed and position. Therefore the speed has to be handled as well. It should take on the value of zero as soon as the position hits a limitation. Since the position is integrated from speed this situation leads to a dead-lock once a limitation is activated (since speed is zero as long as the position is limited, the position cannot start to move out of the limitation). Since introducing limitations on the variable x2 in the form of xmin and xmax and also having it affect the derivative v2 . Therefore, both speed and position are solved from essentially the same equation, thereby removing the dependency between them. ° ij - f1 + f2 + B v2 + M v2 yz z jj jj - f1 + f2 + B v2 + M x– 2 zzz zz jj zz jj zz jj v1 - v2 zz j F = jj zz jj x + x zz 1 2 jj zz jj jj f1 - cx,1 - v1 Zcx,1 zzz zz jj k f2 - cx,2 - v2 Zcx,2 {



(134)



The limitations need to be introduced after transformation to time discrete form.



ij DS@1, -h f1 + h f2 + B h v2 - 2 M v2 D - h f1 + h f2 + B h v2 + 2 M v2 yz zz jj zz jj DS@1, -2 h2 f + 2 h2 f + 2 B h2 v - 8 M x D 1 2 2 2 zz jj zz jj 2 2 2 zz +DS@2, -h f1 + h f2 + B h v2 + 4 M x2 D jjj zz jj zz 2 2 2 jj zz -h f1 + h f2 + B h v2 + 4 M x2 j zz j G = jj zz jj v1 + v2 zz jj zz jj zz jj x1 + x2 zz jj zz jj F - c - v Z zz jj 1 x,1 1 cx,1 zzz jj F c v Z x,2 2 cx,2 { k 2



(135)



At this stage the limitations on x2 can be introduced, using the Limit2 function. (The Limit2 function is instead of "Limit" is used when not only the variable itself is affected, but there is also a derivative to be adjusted). x2,L = Limit2@x2 , v2 , xmin , xmax D



(136)



The corresponding effect of the limitation on the speed becomes v2,L = ∑x Limit2@x2 , v2 , xmin , xmax D v2



(137)



It is hereafter renamed to v2,L = Limit2£ @x2 , v2 , xmin , xmax D v2



(138)



£



Here Limit2 is the derivative of Limit2. It is zero as long as the limitations in x are violated and v2 is moving in the same direction as the constraint, but take on the value of one, in between. The Limit2 function is just like a normal limitation function Limit2Hx, v, xmin, xmaxL = If @x > xmax, xmax, If @x < xmin, xmin, xDD but its derivative with respect to x is defined as:



(139)
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Limit2£ Hx, v, xmin, xmaxL = If @x > xmax ﬂ v > 0, 0, If @x < xmin ﬂ v < 0, 0, 1DD



(140)



The Limit2 function is plotted as a function of x and v in Fig 13 and the expression used to represent Limit2£ is plotted in Fig 14. Here xmax is set to 1 and xmin to -1.
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0 1 2 -2 Figure 36 Using this limitation in the equation set yields
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Hf2 −f1 LL Limit2 Hx2 ,v2 ,xmin ,xmax L v2 + HDSH1,−h f1 +h f2 +HB h−2 ML v2 L+h i y j z B h+2 M j z j z j z 1 2 2 2 j z j z x − Limit2H− HDS@1, −2 h f + 2 h f + 2 B h v 2 1 2 2 j z 4 M j z j z j z 2 2 2 j z − 8 M x D + DS@2, −h f + h f + B h v + 4 M x D j z 2 1 2 2 2 j z j z j z 2 f + h2 f + B h2 v , v , x j z −h , x L j z 1 2 2 2 min max j z j z j z G=j z j z j z j z j z j z v + v j z 1 2 j z j z j z j z x + x 1 2 j z j z j z j z j z F − c − v Z 1 x,1 1 cx,1 j z j z F − c − v Z 2 x,2 2 cx,2 k {



(141)



This function can then be differentiated to obtain the Jacobian and be solved using Newton-Raphsson ü Modelling two masses as one component Sometimes it is useful to model two masses as one component. This could for instance be if there is a limitation on the relative position of these masses or if an actuator is inserted between the two masses, creating the need for a single node between the masses.



f1



f3



m1 v1,x1



-v3,-x3



m2



f2



v2,x2



vcg,xcg



The system of equations (without the boundary equations) for this system can be written as: m1 s v1 = f3 - f1



(142)



m2 s v2 = f3 - f2



(143)



s x1 = v1



(144)



s x2 = v2



(145)



v3 = v1 + v2



(146)



x3 = x1 + x2



(147)



This is, however, not the alternative to do. If a limitation is to be introduced in x3 (and v3) it is more appropriate to use x3 (and v3) as one of the integration variables directly and to create another variable that is
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independent of x3 as the other integration variable. The position of the centre of gravity for the two masses, can be calculated as: Hm1 + m2 L s vcg = m2 s v2 - m1 s v1



(148)



Using that equation together with the equations for the speeds v1, v2, and v3 yields the following system of equations m1 s v1 = f3 - f1



(149)



m2 s v2 = f3 - f2



(150)



v3 = v1 + v2



(151)



Hm1 + m2 L s vcg = m2 s v2 - m1 s v1



(152)



This system of equations can be solved for v3 and vcg (and v1, v2 ) to yield the following equations f2 m1 - f3 m1 - f1 m2 - f3 m2 s v3 = - ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ m1 m2



(153)



f1 - f2 s vcg = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ m1 + m2



(154)



v1 and v2 can then be expressed as functions of these as: -m2 v3 + m1 vcg + m2 vcg ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ v1 = - ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ m1 + m2



(155)



-m1 v3 - m1 vcg - m2 vcg v2 = - ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ m1 + m2



(156)



The new total system of equations for this system, where also the boundary conditions has been added can the be written as: f2 m1 - f3 m1 - f1 m2 - f3 m2 s vcg = - ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ m1 m2



(157)



f1 - f2 s v3 = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ m1 + m2



(158)



s xcg = xcg



(159)



s x3 = x3



(160)



-m2 v3 + m1 vcg + m2 vcg ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ v1 = - ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ m1 + m2



(161)



-m1 v3 - m1 vcg - m2 vcg v2 = - ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ m1 + m2



(162)



-m1 x3 - m1 xcg - m2 xcg x2 = - ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ m1 + m2



(163)



x1 = x3 - x2



(164)



f1 = cx,1 + v1 Zcx,1



(165)



f2 = cx,2 + v2 Zcx,2



(166)
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f3 = cx,3 + v3 Zcx,3



(167)



In this way, the limitations, or actuator, can be placed and affect only x3 and v3 directly. ü A Mechanical Spring as a Transmission line element Modelling of a mechanical spring as a transmission line element is similar to the modelling of a hydraulic capacitance but with speed instead of flow and force instead of pressure. cx2 HtL = f1 HtL + Zcx v1 HtL



cx1 HtL = f HtL + Zcx v2 HtL



(168) (169)



Inserted in (31) and (32) yields



f1 Ht + TL = cx,1 HtL + Zcx v1 Ht + TL



f2 Ht + TL = cx,2 HtL + Zcx v2 Ht + TL



(170) (171)



where c1 and c2 contain all information of the opposite node necessary for the calculation of pressure and flow at one node. The characteristic impedance is calculates: h Zcx = ÅÅÅÅÅ k



(172)



At each component between the lines,we then have to solve the following system of equations. v = vH f L



(173)



f = cx + v Zcx



(174)



The parasitic impedance, which here has the unit of mass, and hence represents a parasitic mass, can be calculated as h2 m p = h Zcx = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ k



(175)



This means that the spring model also has a mass distributed along its length. This of course represents a modelling error if an ideal spring should be modelled. If the spring is connected to a mass mL this will reduce the resonant frequency of the system. However, since the parasitic mass can be computed the mass that it is connected to, can be reduced correspondingly. The reduced mass can be calculated as mp m£L = mL - ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ 2



(176)



This can of course only go on as long as the reduced mass is greater than zero. Since the primary variables in the spring is the speeds and these speeds are integrated into positions at the adjacent component there is a risk that there is a numerical drift in the integration represented by the transmission line component, with respect to the integrations in the adjacent component. Therefore it can be useful to have a week feedback to adjust the values of f1 and f2 so that the average becomes f = k Hx2 - x1 L



(177)



Introducing the force error as 1 fe = f - ÅÅÅÅÅ H f1 + f2 L 2 The transmission line equations is then modified to



(178)
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cx2 HtL = f1 HtL + Zcx v1 HtL + ke fe cx1 HtL = f HtL + Zcx v2 HtL + ke fe



(179) (180)



where ke is a very small number ü A general formulation – ° ° M HQL Q + BHQ, QL Q + K Q + Fg,Q = FQ



A more general formulation of the mechanical structure is represented by equation (39) (181)



where Q is a position/angle vector and FQ is a force/moment vector of external forces eg actuators. Fg,Q is a vector representing gravitational forces. M is the inertia matrix, B is the matrix representing friction, centripetal and coriolis forces, and K is the stiffness matrix. These matrices could be the outputs from some FEM-program or from some program that linearises the nonlinear dynamic equations of a mechanical system. The force vector from the actuators can be written Fx = cx + Zcx x°



(182)



where cx is a vector with force characteristics, x is a vector with the actuator positions and Zcx is a diagonal matrix with the characteristic impedances of the actuators in the diagonal. This equation is similar to equation (33) except that it is on vector form. Before they are able to interact with the mechanical structure they have to be transformed into the coordinates of the structure. The speeds of the mechanical structure are transformed into speeds at the actuators. ° x° = -EHQL Q



(183)



The negative sign is due to the fact that the direction of force and resulting motion is the same in equation (39) but opposite in equation (32). The forces from the actuators are transformed into forces/moments acting ° on the mechanical structure by the same matrix E All dependency of Q is hereafter assumed implicitly. FQ = ET Fx
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Using (76) and (77) in (78) the force/moment vector can be written ° FQ = ET Hcx - Zcx E QL
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Introducing cQ = ET cx
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ZQ = ET Zcx E
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Equation (43) can be rewritten as ° FQ = cQ - Q Zc,Q
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° – Q = M -1 H-HB + Zc,Q L Q - K Q + Fg,Q + cQ L
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Equation (154) in (147) yields



In equation (47) cQ only contains old information from the previous time step. This means that it can be ° regarded as an independent input signal. In equation (39) the input signal F is strongly dependent on Q, which means that Q cannot be solved independently from F. Equation (47) can be written on state space form y° = A y + u where



(190)
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° ij Q yz j z y= kQ{
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This equation can then be solved using an implicit integration method such as the trapez method, since everything is known and the Jacobian can be easily computed. This demonstrate one of the main advantages of the UTL element, that it can be used to bridge different kinds of systems together. The systems can be solved independently from each other (in each time step) since they are numerically isolated from each other.



à Implementation of Subsystem and Component models, a General Approach The use of transmission line elements between components means that each component can be regarded as a separate unit that is numerically insulated from the rest of the system. It can therefore be solved independently from the rest of the system for each time step and can be modelled in any way that is convenient. Usually a conventional lumped model is preferred for modelling components. At each component between the lines the equation system (160) has to be solved. dx d x d x jij Fa Ix, ÅÅÅÅdtÅÅÅÅ , ÅÅÅÅdtÅÅÅÅ2ÅÅ , .... , ÅÅÅÅdtÅÅÅÅnÅÅ , tM zyz zz = 0 jj Fb HqL { k 2



n
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Here Fb HyL is the equations representing the boundary conditions. In general they can be written as Fb HqL = p - c - q Zc
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where c, p, and q are vectors containing the states of the adjacent nodes. Zc is a diagonal matrix containing the characteristic impedances. Using bilinear transform and introducing the state vector y as a combination of x and q the equation system can be written as: GHy, yHt - hL, ... , yHt - nhL, tL = 0



(196)



Since old values can not be changed the system of equations can be written as GHy, tL = 0



(197)



The advantage of using transmission line elements between the components/subsystems is that it allows a numerically robust method to be used in subsystems while still avoiding the poor scaling properties (associated with such methods), since the subsystems becomes separated from each other in each time step. This also means that a system with fast dynamics is allowed to use a smaller time step locally, which means that one fast component need not affect the simulation performance of the whole system. Still, deriving the Jacobian even for small systems is a very demanding task if done analytically by hand. The advent of symbolic math programs represents a breakthrough in this area since they can derive the Jacobian analytically for quite large systems in a reasonable time. The step from Equation (54) to (60) is, however, far from trivial to accomplish. It involves several tedious steps of formula manipulation. First the transformation from continuous time to discrete time. Next, the evaluation of the Jacobian, that is computing all the partial derivatives of the system. An initial concern was that although the Newton-Raphsson in combination with the trapezoidal rule is numerically stable at least in
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theory, there might be difficulties when the system is strongly nonlinear with severe discontinuities. In reality it turned out to be extremely robust. A requirement for this, however, is that all functions that are used have to be accompanied by a function defining their derivatives. ü Functional programming At first it might seem that the Jacobian would be extremely difficult to derive, since most manually written models involves a great deal of conditions and jumps as they are written in a procedural style. The introduction of an automated approach means, that a functional programming style is imposed (the derivative of a function can always be defined, except in singular points). Therefore all conditions have to be represented by functions. As an example, a very useful set of functions is used to select the load pressure from the active load port in a pressure compensated directional valve. The load pressure pL is defined as p A if the valve position x v is positive. If it is negative it is set to pB . In a procedural form it would be written as: if(xv >.0.)then pL = pA else pL = pB end if It can, however be written in a functional way as pL = If(xv>0,pA,pB) where If is a function. (This is a syntax used in Mathematica). In languages like FORTRAN functions can only have scalar values and for this particular example this is not a problem. An If-function for each type has to be used, however. For this example a real valued if-function is needed pL = IfReal(xv>0,pA,pB) Another similar approach is to use: pL = OnPositive(xv)pA + OnNegative(xv)pB if OnPositive(x) is a function that is equal to one when x is positive and zero otherwise. OnNegative(x)=(1OnPositive(x)). This expression can obviously be differentiated with respect to both pA, pB and xv. To be differentiated with respect to xv, however,the derivative of OnPositive has to be defined. Since it is a step function its derivative is zero except when x is zero where the derivative is infinite. This can, however, for practical purpose be neglected and the derivative can be set to zero over the whole range. The same is true for the If-function. The IfReal function can also be generalised. The algorithm if(true)then a = a1 b = b1 c = c1 else a = a2 b = b2 c = c2 end if
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can be transformed into a=IfReal(true,a1,a2) b=IfReal(true,b1,b2) c=IfReal(true,c1c2) Where care must be taken that the If-function is of the same type as the variable, i.e. real. An advantage with this style of programming is that the variables a, b, and c in the example are forced to be defined for both cases, and can not be forgotten as in normal procedural programming. ü The flow function A very useful function is the Sigsqr function. This can be used to calculate flow in sharp orifices. It is defined as: SigsqrHxL = sgnHxL



è!!!!!! †x§



Its derivative is 1 ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ! SigsqrHxL£ = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ è!!!!! 2 †x§ In order to avoid division with zero a small linear region is introduced. This can also be physically motivated as there is always a small linear region even in sharp orifices. It is therefore denoted SigsqrL. Abs@xD i y SigsqrLHx, x0 L = Sign@xD jj ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ zz rê2 k Abs@xD + x0 r { r



1êr
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Plotting the function for x0 = 0 and x0 = 0.5 and r=4. In reality a much smaller value of x0 can be used, and it is also possible to use r=2 to speed up compuations by using the Square root function. 2
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-2 Figure 37 The derivative of the function is 1 SigsqLHxL£ == ÅÅÅÅÅ 2
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Plotting the derivative of the function for x0=0 and x0=0.5 shows that the singularity in the derivative around zero can be avoided in this way.
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Figure 38 Both SigsqrL and SigsqrL' have been implemented as FORTRAN functions (SigsqrL and DsigsqrL). DsigsqrL has been explicitly defined in the symbolic math package to be the derivative of SigsqrL. In this way DsigsqrL is used whenever the derivative of SigsqrL is encountered.



à Example, a Pressure Controlled Pump This model simulates a pressure controlled pump. This is a Q-type component. It can be used both as a constant pressure controlled pump, as well as a load-sensing pump.



A load sensing signal can be connected to node N3. ü The system of equations The component is a differential algebraic system of equations and can be written in the form ° ij Fa Hy, y, uL yz j z=0 k Fb Hy, uL {



where Fa are the equations related to the component itself. Fb is the part that relates to the boundaries and the wave variables. The state vector y of the system is defined as. Note that the ordering of state variables may be critical. They are order so they match the equation with the strongest dependency of a particular variables. statevariables = 8qp, q2, q1, p1, p2
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MatrixForm@%D



qp y i j z j j z q2 z j z j z j z j z j z q1 j z j z j z j z j z p1 j z j z j z p2 k {



qp jij zyz jj q2 zz jj zz jj zz y = jjjj q1 zzzz jj zz jj p1 zz jjj zzz k p2 { The behaviour of the component is defined as



H-p2+p3+pdifL H ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ +1L y wp1HnoL ij qp - ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ z jj HLpe s+RpHnoLL Hs tauvHnoL+1L z zz j Fa = jjjj q2 - qp - Hp1 - p2L KcpHnoL zzzz jjj zzz q1 + q2 k { s



d ÅÅ . The The operator s is here, not used as the Laplace operator but as, the time differential operator ÅÅÅÅ dt limitations in the displacement are placed in qp, and are attached to the equation after the bilinear transform. The variations in parameters due to different operating points are handled by simply assigning the dependency after the calculation of partial derivatives. In this way the derivatives of the parameter variations are omitted from the partial derivatives which greatly reduces the complexity of the Jacobian while the stability properties are practically unchanged.



Furthermore the flow through the pressure control port is neglected, thus : q3 = 0
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ü Dealing with the boundaries The behaviour of the boundaries can be expressed as i -c1e + p1 - q1 Zc1e zy Fb = jj z k -c2e + p2 - q2 Zc2e {



This is the interface equations towards the transmission lines. Furthermore p3 = c3 since q3 is neglected. Cavitation is taken into account by limiting the pressure to zero and making the corresponding Zc = 0 in the equations, when a negative pressure is detected, since the pressure is zero regardless of the flow. This is accomplished using the function OnPositive. The effective characteristics and characteristic impedances used by the components are then calculated as ce = OnPositive[p]c Zce = OnPositive[p]Zc The wave variable c, used by the adjacent transmission line element, is left unaffected in order to be able to track the void in the fluid. The Zc , also used by the adjacent transmission line element, is also left unaffected. This means that it is only the components, and not the transmission line elements, that are involved in the handling of cavitation. The tool has also been used for more complex components such as a pressure compensated loadsensing valve. This is a subsystem which is very suitable to this tool, since the small volume between compensator and main spool can be removed from the equations. Otherwise a small capacitance is needed between these elements to solve the equations, which yields problematic numerical properties. Formulating the value as a differential algebraic system on the other hand means that much larger time steps can be used which can regain the performance. The other advantages are the input format that also can be used as a documentation of the model and the fact that the model is stored in a form that can be translated for use in different simulation environments may also outweigh a performance loss. The functions that has been written in Mathematica to support the generation of component models, are BilinearTransform, EqnLimits and PartialDerivatives although the last is extremely simple since the possibility to take the partial derivative of a function is already implemented in Mathematica.



Modelling of Systems à The Structure of the simulation model Modelling of systems is essentially how to connect the different components so that they will interact in a proper way. A major concern is to ensure that components have the right interface to each other in order to connect. When it comes to node connections there are two types of components. Those that calculates the characteristics, that are called C-type components, and those that calculates state variables such as flow and pressure or speed and force. These are called Q-type components.
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wave c flow q, v,i



C - type component



wave c flow q, v,i



Q - type component



wave c flow q, v,i



Figure 39 The definition of a system must include a list of the component that are included in the system. This is used to instanciate the proper classes/subroutine for simulation. Furthermore, the connections between components needs to be defined. This is the way Modelica is set up to deal with systems. A system definition would therefore look something like the example: CompA1 = ComponentA CompB1 = ComponentB CompB2 = ComponentB . . Connect[CompA1.n1,CompB1.n2] Connect[CompA1.n2,CompB2.n1] . . Here, ComponentA and ComponentB represents different classes of components i.e a pump and a motor. CompoB1 and CompB2 are different instances of the class ComponenentB. For the pump motor example the system would be Pump1 = Fpump Motor1=MotorJload Vol1 = Volume Vol2 = Volume Connect[Pump1.n2,Vol1.n1] Connect[Motor1.n1,Vol1,n2] Connect[Motor1.n2,Vol2.n1] Connect[Pump1.n1,Vol2.n2] An alternative way to present this is through a dependency structure matrix DSM.
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Component



Pump1 Vol1 Vol2



Motor11



connection nx1 1 n1 2 n2 3 n1 4 n2 5 n1 6 n2 7 nx1 8 n1 9 n2 10
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This list is only for defining the system,however,for simulation this needs to be converted into an executable procedure.



à Structure of model subroutine During the simulation it is suitable to have all C-type components in one section and the Q-type components in another section. Since all communication between Q-type components will go through the C-type components there will be no communication between Q-type components in one time step. Consequently there are no restriction of the ordering of Q-type components, except for the case of a feedback controller. In a position servo the load position will be feed back to the servo valve without any time delay. This aspect makes it recommendable to place the Q-type components that represents control elements such as valves last in the section of Q-type components. This will yield the principle structure of the model subroutine shown in Fig
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Initial section



Calculation of C-type components Simulation loop Calculation of Q-type components



When simulating systems the evaluation of the system is performed in two steps: 1. The first step in the simulation loop is to calculate the characteristics from all the C-type components presenting characteristics as output, such as in transmission line elements. 2. The flows (and pressures) from the Q-type components can then be calculated. Step one is then repeated for the next time step. Note, however, that a component may represent a system with its internal transmission lines. This does not matter as long as all the external connecting nodes for the component are of the same type, ie calculates flows and pressure from characteristics.



à Parallel processing The formulation of the problem using distributed modelling is very suitable for parallel processing, since it mimics the way signals propagates and communicate in the real system. The formulation is such that different parts of the simulated system can be simulated on different processors. In this way, even highly complex systems can be simulated in real-time, it is only a matter of splitting the system into subsystems small enough to be run in real -time. A description of early efforts in this area can be found in Krus et al 1990. Work in this area, where subsequently also carried out at the University of Bath, UK using transputer technology (Burton et al 1992 ).
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Process A



Process B



Initial section



Initial section



Rendevouz and parameter transfer Calculation of C-type components



Calculation of C-type components



Simulation loop Rendevouz and parameter transfer Calculation of Q-type components



Calculation of Q-type components



à Hierarchy In order to be handle large system it is necessary to introduce hierarchy in the models. Using hierarchy it is possible to hide complexity by defining parts of the systems as subsystems that can be treated as components at the top level. Each such subsystem can be composed of both C-type and Q-type components provided that the interface is of one type (most commonly Q-type). It is also possible to have a local time step in the subsystem. The figure below shows how one subsystem can be composed by other components and subsystems. In fact the structure of system model and the subsystem model is almost identical. The main difference is that the system model do not have to interface with other systems.
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System model Simulation of system between time T0 and T1 with time step h Subsystem 1



Subsystem 2



Subsystem 3



Subsystem Simulation of subsystem between time t and t+h with local time step



Request variables for t+h given variables at t



Subsubsystem 1



Subsystem n



Subsubsystem 2 Subsubsystem n



Figure 40 The communication between two processes running with different time steps is shown in the figure below.



h1 h2 Process 1



Process 2 t-2h1



t-h1 t-h1-h2



t-h2



t



Figure 41 The processes are communication at the interval h1. In this example, one of the processes are using a time step only a fifth of the communication time step. It is requesting information from the other process that is displaced one time step h1 backwards in time. This means that at the time t-h2 there is no value from the other system stored. The situation can, however, be resolved using interpolation between the times t-2 h1 and t-h1. ` t Hh1 - tL f Ht + t - 2 h1 L = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ f Ht - h1 L + ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ f Ht - 2 h1 L h1 h1
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It should be noted that internally process 1 can also be using a shorter time step.This is particularly useful in parallel processing and/or co-simulation where communication between subsystem can be a bottleneck.Using a transmission line element between components, a longer communication time step can be used, than the simulation step used internally in the subsystems. It should also be noted that the comunication time step divided by the internal time steps in the subsystems need not be integers. Using interpolation any time steps can be used provided they are shorter than the comuncation timestep. Even that can be violated if the dynamics in a susystem is very slow.



à Variable time step Most standard simulation packages involve integrators with variable time step. The reasons are obvious. In a transient phase a small time step is needed to capture all details in the beginning of a transient. In the later part when things are settling down a longer time step can be used. In large scale system simulation, where complete load cycles (and not only step responses) are simulated, this is less relevant. Here a variable time step in space rather than time is desirable. During operation of a large complex system the probability that some part of the system exhibits a transient behaviour or reaches a discontinuity is high at any time interval. The effect of a transient behaviour in one part of the system need not, however, be significant in other parts of the system. Therefore small time steps should be used in subsystem with fast dynamics while larger time steps can be used in other parts of the system. An advantage with this approach is the element of robustness it introduces into the simulation. If also the time step is selected when a subsystem model is developed, numerical problems are avoided when large systems are assembled, since suitable time steps have already been selected for the subsystems. Furthermore effectiveness is enhanced since only the parts that needs small time steps are simulated with small time steps. Another case for fixed time step is optimisation based on simulation. In this case the simulation is controlled by an optimisation algorithm that changes parameters in every simulation ion order to evaluate the system for different parameter sets. Since the parameters can vay substantially especially in the inital stages of the optimisation, some very unsuitable parameter sets can be used in simulation that results in highly dynamic systems that would drive down the time step size of a variable time step method. This could result in very long simulation times that would be waisted on solutions that usually are far from the optimum anyway. Therefore, it can be concluded that simulation based simulation benefits strongly from the deterministic simulation times obtained using fixed time steps. It can of course also be a great advantage if the time step can be varied in time as well. One example would be the landing gear of an aircraft. Since the gear is not used during most of a flight it can be simulated with very long time steps during most part of the flight. This can, however, be implemented at the subsystem level and need not be controlled at the higher levels. At the top level, a constant time step of moderate size can be used. The combination of distributed modelling and variable time step has been demonstrated by Jansson et al 1992.
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à A Simulation Environment The simulation paradigm described here, can be translated into a set of tools for modelling and simulation. In the figure below an example of such an environment is shown. There is one tool for defining and assembling a system. There is another tool to create components and subsystems at a detailed equation level using support from a symbolic math package. Finally there is a shell for running the simulation. This shell can in principle be very simple since the system model is highly self-contained. All computations are processed within the model so the shell should only administrate the simulation. It is, however, desirable with powerful analysis tools and simulation managements tools accessible within the shell. This includes frequency analysis and general capabilities to perform calculations on simulation results. Furthermore, it is possible to define parameter variations for series of simulations. This also makes it possible use optimisation on the simulation model for system optimisation. A simulation environment for simulation of complex fluid and systems



Graphical system modelling tool Component generator



System generator HOPSAN



Component library



Dynamic system model



à Example of system modelling in HOPSAN As a simple example of system modelling the hydraulic position servo is shown. This consists of a proportional valve (VALV43), a piston (PISTON), an inertia load (MLOAD) and a position feedback (XFEEDB). In addition there are two pressure sources (PCSOURCE), to represented supply and tank, and an external load (FCSOURCE).
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Figure 42 Hydraulic position servo Of these components VALV43 and MLOAD are Q-type components, while the PCSOURCE, FCSOURCE and PISTON are C-type components. The XFEEDB only has pure variable connections and ca therefore be placed in any category. Here a separate control category is introduced that are placed before the Q-type components in the model subroutine. The thick lines represents node connections involving several variables in each direction. The thin lines represents single unidirectional variable transfer such as control signals. There is no guarantee that the unidirectional connections are performed without time delay if several such components are connected. This depends on the ordering of the component calls in the model subroutine. In general, however, variable connections are used in noncritical situations, where relatively slow dynamics are involved such as in control feedback.
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Figure 43 The part of the system model subroutine that is inside the simulation loop is shown below C Components of type InpSigGen CALL Pulsinput(y_Pulsinput_1, y0_Pulsinput_1, ystep_Pulsinput_1, & T1_Pulsinput_1, T2_Pulsinput_1, NO_Pulsinput_1) C Components of type Ctrl1 CALL XFEEDB(U_XFEEDB_1, y_Pulsinput_1, NX2_MLOAD_1, & GAIN_XFEEDB_1) C Components of type Hydraulic_C_Type CALL PISTON(BETAE_PISTON_1, ME_PISTON_1, V01_PISTON_1, & V02_PISTON_1, FILENAME_PISTON_1, 1, N1_PISTON_1, 1, & N2_PISTON_1, NX1_MLOAD_1, NO_PISTON_1) CALL PCSRC(PI_PCSRC_1, NP_VALV43_2) CALL PCSRC(PI_PCSRC_2, NT_VALV43_2) C Components of type Mechanic_C_Type CALL FCSRC(FI_FCSRC_1, NX2_MLOAD_1) C Components of type Hydraulic_Q_Type CALL VALV43(U_XFEEDB_1, RHO_VALV43_2, FILENAME_VALV43_2, & NP_VALV43_2, NT_VALV43_2, NA_VALV43_2, NB_VALV43_2, & NO_VALV43_2) C Components of type Mechanic_Q_Type CALL MLOAD(ML_MLOAD_1, BL_MLOAD_1, XMIN_MLOAD_1, XMAX_MLOAD_1, & NX1_MLOAD_1, NX2_MLOAD_1, NO_MLOAD_1)
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The figure below shows an example of a system layout. It consists of a 3D flight dynamic model of an aircraft connected to an engine model and an hydraulic actuator system controlled by a flight control system. The hydraulic actuator system consists of tandem actuators for redundancy each actuator pack is organised as one subsystem. The supply units are also subsystems. They are connected through transmission lines.



Figure 44



à Modelling and simulation time requirements Although simulation times are becoming very fast it is still interesting to discuss the simulation time requirements since system optimisation based on simulation requires a lot of simulation runs with different parameters. Required simulation time Tr is of course dependent of the time to be simulated and the system size. A reasonable general expression would be: Tr = ks S g Ts



(201)



Where ks is a constant S is the system size, g an exponent and Ts the simulated time. Centralised solvers are generally very efficient for small systems and systems of moderate size. However, the exponent g >1. If, on the other hand, a distributed solver is used g =1, which means that simulation time only, grows linearly with time. Furthermore, if parallel processing is used to full extent, the size of the simulation time can be independent of the system size!
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System Optimisation Based on Simulation The rapid development in simulation methods and the general increase in hardware performance imply that design methods based on different kinds of numerical optimisation for system design, are becoming much more important. Numerical optimisation methods require that the object function is evaluated (using simulation) a large number of times, but they are very attractive since they can optimise complete non-linear systems and do not rely on grossly simplified models as more analytical methods do. Work in this area has shown that optimisation can be used both for parameter optimisation and for component sizing, see Krus, Jansson and Palmberg 93. In order to optimise the servo system an object function has to be defined. This can to a large extent be done in the GDYNMOC. In this case the servo is optimised for control accuracy and power consumption. In general the requirements of a position servo are such that it must reach a reference position in a certain time and after that the position error should be small.



f obj = G (Ysc ) cviol = C (Ysc ) Requirements& desirables



Ys



object function value System parameters (and violation flag)



Objective Objective =function F(X ) function sp



Optimization Optimization algorithm algorithm



system characteristics



System System model model



Ysc = F ( X sp ) The example below can be used to optimise the above system with respect to position error, power consumption and valve size (spool diameter of the valve). In general the simulation is used to obtain the performance characteristics of the system. performance = F(system parameters) The object function is in the general case a function of performance characteristics and system parameters. object function = G(performance, system parameters)
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à Numerical consideration for optimisation based on simulation Optimisation based on simulation puts very high demands on the numerical efficiency and robustness of the simulation. Since a high number of simulations needs to be done, typically ranging from a few hundred to tens of thousands, low simulation times is of course very important. Another thing is that in simulation based optimisation, parameters can vary substantially especially in the initial stages of the optimisation. Some of these parameter sets can result in highly dynamic systems, that would drive down the time step size of a variable time step method . This could result in very long simulation times, that would be waisted on solutions that usually are far from the optimum anyway. Therefore, it can be concluded that simulation based simulation benefits strongly from the deterministic simulation times obtained using fixed time steps. Put together, these are strong case for the distributed modelling approach which is highly efficient, robust and normally is used with a fixed time step.



à Optimisation of a Hydraulic Position Servo A suitable formulation of the object function for a hydraulic position servo could be: objf = eÂ k1 + E k2 + dv k3



(202)



where eI and E are performance characteristics.ei is the integrated absolute error from the time ts1 when the step transient should have finished. To accomplish this,the position error is multiplied with a unit step that begins at the time the position error should be small.In this way the initial part of the step response does not influence the measure of accuracy. The absolute value of the error is then integrated over the whole duration of the load cycle. eÂ = ‡ †eHtL§ „ t t2



(203)



ts,1



E is the consumed energy over the load cycle, and it is obtained by multiplying the pressure and flow at the inlet port of the valve and then integrate. E=‡



t2



pNP HtL qNP HtL „ t
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t1



In addition, the dynamic characteristics of the system has to be considered. By high-pass filtering the pressure variations, and integrating these it is also possible to produce a system with good damping, since oscillations are punished. pI = ‡



t2



pNA, f HtL „ t
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t1



The filtered pressure is defined as (in the Laplace domain) s PNA PNA, f = ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ s + wf
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The total object function is then obtained by summing these together. In order to be comparable, however, they need to be divided by nominal values to remove the dimension. These are up to the user to set.
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Figure 45 The performance calculations are defined in GDYNMOC. The coefficients in the object function are set to the inverse of typical values of the different sub-object functions. These can be obtained by simulating the system with a reasonable but not optimal set of parameters. The function E and ei are shown in fig 4 as function of time. The final values (or max values) are used in the optimisation. The object function can then be written as: E pI dv eI objf == ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ + ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ + ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ + ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ eI,0 E0 pI,0 dv,0
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In order to carry out the optimisation in HOPSAN, a file with the extension .ODAT has to be written. For a description of optimisation in HOPSAN see also the documentation at: http://hydra.ikp.liu.se/~arnja/hopsan/hopsan.html The parameters to be optimised are feedback gain, underlap in the valve and spool diameter. The variable "out_SUM2_1" is the output signal from the summation point at the lower right in the figure.



% optimise these parameters k_gain_2 0.001 0.09 0 log XUL@FILENAME_SERVAL_1 1e-13 1e-9 0 log SD@FILENAME_SERVAL_1 1e-4 1e-1 0 log % object function (-max(out_SUM2_1+SD@FILENAME_SERVAL_1/5e-3)) % method complex
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% method parameters convergence relative conv_cond=0.0001 maxnosim=100 nofpoints=4 % Remove old generation direct YES % Silent no



Nomenclature a: c: E: FQ : h: J: K: L_p : M: p: q: R_p : s: T: x: y: Z_c : a: be : g: h: w: wp1 :



Speed of sound in line Characteristic Transformation matrix Force vector Time step Jacobian matrix Stiffness matrix Pump inductance Inertia matrix Pressure Flow Hor time displacement operatorL Pump resistance Time differential operator $dêdt$ Delay time State vector Reduced state vector Inviscid characteristic impedance Poiseuilles flow coefficient Effective bulk modulus of oil Matrix of centripetal and coriolis forces Dynamic viscosity Radian frequency Pump regulator parameter



W: r: t:



Nondimensional frequency $\omegaê\alpha$ Oil density Time constant of pump regulator valve Table 1
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